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LOK SABHA

M onday, April 24, 19721 Vaisakha 4, 
(Saha)

The Lok Sab/ia met at Eleven o f the Clock. 

[M r. Speaker in t ’>e ChairJ

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Agreement with U S S.R fur supply of 
deep sea Hsliing Ye«.sils

*521. SHRI NAWAL KISIIORE 
SHARMA .

SHRI RAMKANWAR :

Will the Minister of AGRICULTURE be 
pleased to state :

(a) whether an agtccment between the 
Governments of India and U.S S R. for the 
supply of deep sea fishing veascls have been 
reached recently and if so, the main featuics 
thereof;

(b) the total amount in foreign exchange 
to be paid for the pui chase of these vessels ; 
and

(c) the estimated foreign CKchange to be 
earned by India as a result of fishing by these 
vessels ?

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI 
ANNAS AH KB P. SI UNDE) : (a) No. Sir.

(b) and (c). Do not arise.
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MR SPEAKER : The question was spe-
cific whether there has been an agreement with
the USSR for the import of these vessels and
whether any foreign exchange was sanctioned 
for the same, and lie has answered that there 
is no j,uth agreement and the question of 
foreign exchange does not arise. If he wants 
to ask another question, he may give notice.

SHRI NAWAL K1SHORE SHARMA : 
TTsprtsr ?r fVsrhr sr*rfatr |  far 

I'ouign exchange cannot be earned without 
proper d<.jcp sea fishing vessels I'or that, 
what is the V'rioiltiire Ministry doing ?.
'I his is a veiy important question.

MR SPEAKER: He a<kcd about fore-
ign exchange for the puichase of these vessels. 
When the vessels arc not to be purchased 
where is the question ol foreign exchange 
ansing ?

SHRI NAWAL KISHORE SHARMA : 
Pait (c) relates to the earning of foreign ex-
change. That would imply the import of such 
vessels.

MR SPEAKER : No, I am not going to 
allow it.

Full in the Growth Rate of Consumption 
of Fertiliser

*522 SHRI ARJUN SETHI : Will the 
Minister of AGRICULTURE be pleased to 
state :

(a) whether his attention has been drawn
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to the news item in the Hindustan Times dated 
the 29th March, 1972 that “ the growth rate in 
fertiliser consumption has dropped from 40 
per cent in 1967-68 to 8 per cent in 1970-71” ;

(b) whether in the meantime in use of 
simple phosphatic fertiliser had also increased ; 
and

(c) if so, the reasons therefore and the 
steps Government have taken or intend to 
take in this regard ?

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI 
ANNASAHEB P SHINDE) : (a) to (c). A 
statement is placed on the Table of the 
Sabha.

Statement

(a) The following is the picture regarding 
the consumption of fertilisers in the last five 
years, as available from States :

(lakh tonnes)

Year N P K N -fP + K  Percentage increase over
the previous year.

1967-68 10.35 3.35 1.70 15.40 40

1968-69 12.08 3.82 1.70 1760 14

1969-70 13.56 4.16 - 2.10 19.82 13

1970-71 14.79 5.41 2.36 22.56 14

1971-72 18.12 5.90 3.49 27.51 22

It will be seen from the above that the 
use of fertilisers has registered an increase of 
14% in 1970-71 over the preceding year and 
not 8%.

(b) the consumption of phosphatic ferti-
lisers has increased to S.41 lakh tonnes of 
P*06 in 1970-71, from 3.35 lakh tonnes in 
1967 68 i.e. 61% increase over three years. 
There is however scope for further increasing 
the use of phosphatic fertilisers for getting 
better yields.

The use of single superphosphate, which 
is only one of the various types of phosphatic 
fertilisers, has remained more or less at the 
level of 7 lakh tonnes during these years. The 
reason is the increasing availability of other 
cheaper phosphatic fertilisers.

(c) The growth rate has relatively come 
down because of the following reasons :

(i) The increase in the consumption of

fertilisers in 1967-68 over the prece-
ding year was 4.49 lakh tonnes of 
nutrients while such increase in 
1970-71 over the preceding year was 
2.74 lakh tonnes of nutrients. 
Since the base of consumption 
in 1969-70 was about double 
of the base in 1966-67, results in per-
centages are not quite representa-
tive.

(ii) A break-through was achieved with 
high yielding varieties of wheat in the 
middle 1960’s and there was a spurt 
in fertiliser use soon thereafter. The 
break-through in paddy has so far 
relatively been less spectacular than 
in the case of wheat, and its impact 
on fertiliser use has also been accord-
ingly less dramatic than in the case 
of wheat.

(iit) Deficiencies in the distribution system
in some of the States.
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(iv) Difficulties encountered in trans-
porting fertilisers to hilly and inac-
cessible areas like parts of Madhya 
Pradesh, Assam, Jammu and Kash-
mir and other hilly States.

(v) Weak cooperative structure in some 
States.

(vi) Lack of availability of sufficient 
credit in time.

(vii) Gaps in extension efforts.

Steps taken by the Government to increase 
the use of fertilisers arc indicated below :

(i) Research to evolve new high-yielding 
feitiliser-iesponsive paddy seeds sui-
table to the different regions of the 
country is countinuing ; recently, as 
many as nine such new varieties have 
been released indicating that we are 
poised for break-through in rice 
technology. It is hoped that with 
this break-through, there will be a 
substantial increase in rice production 
and in consumption of fertilisers in 
the rice growing areas

(ii) The licensing system for distribution 
of fertilisers was liberalised so that 
the number of retail outlets will in-
crease and cater to farmers in interi-
or areas where fertiliser use is still not 
at a high enough level. The State 
Governments have been requested 
to study the location of depots and 
take steps to create retail depots in 
areas at present not served by retail 
outlets. The Central Fertiliser Pool 
is maintaining buffer stocks of fertili-
sers in some of the Stales where the 
distribution arrangements are weak.

(iii) The Government are considering 
subsidising transport of fertilisers by 
road to important centres in inacces-
sible areas no{ served by Railways

(iv) The Government have taken steps 
to increase the availability of pro-
duction and distribution credit. The 
State Governments are given short-
term loans to the extent of l/6th of 
the value of tl'e Pool fertiliser lifted. 
A Credit Guarantee Corporation has 
also been set up to cover risks invol-

ved in lending by commercial banks 
to farmers and to fertiliser dealers so 
that banks are encouraged to lend 
them more liberally.

(v) National demonstrations are being 
conducted in a large number of dis-
tricts and farmers training programme 
is being intensified to educate farmers 
in all areas to increase fertiliser 
use.

(vi) Government of India have also set 
up a lettiliser Promotion Cell in the 
Ministry to mount a massive and 
effective 10 point programme for 
stepping up balanced use of fertilizers 
in 70 selected districts during the 
remaining two years of the 4th Plan 
period.

(vii) Soil testing programme is being streng-
thened. Mobile soil testing vans arc 
being supplied to the States.

SHRI ARJUN SETHI : Is there a grow- 
ing imbalance in the use of nitrogenous, phos-
phate and potash fertilise!s noticed in the first 
three years of the Fourth Plan ? If so, what 
steps have Government taken to bring about 
a proper ratio so that we may not be adver-
sely affected ?

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : It is 
true that in this country, in the ratio as bet-
ween consumption and demand in respect of 
fertilisers, there has been some imbalance. So, 
first of all, we are having a very large number 
of demonstrations all over the country through 
the ICAR and independently and through the 
Centrally-sponsored schemes and through the 
State Governments. That is the first thing. 
Secondly, this soil analysis is the basis, and 
then the farmers. All that is being done. 
We find now that the consumption has increa-
sed and this year our experience is that every-
where there is a demand for various types of 
fertilisers in the country, and that is a very 
encouraging sign.

SHRI ARJUN SETHI: Besides the imba-
lance in the use of nitrogen, etc, may I know 
whether there is a deficiency in the micronu-
trients like zine. beryl, manganese, copper and 
sulphur where also it has been noticed, especi-
ally in areas where high-yielding varieties of
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wheat and paddy were grown and. if so, what 
is the Government going to do about it.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : Re-
cently, it has been also disclosed that as a 
result of intensive double-cropping, multiple 
cropping and the intensive use of land, the 
deficiency of micro-nutrients has also come to 
our notice, particularly zinc. Therefore, soil 
analysts can possibly indicate the deficiencies. 
We have advised the State Governments that 
wherever intensive cropping is being done, in 
addition to the normal fertilisers like NPK, 
the farmer should be educated to use the vari-
ous micro-nutrients.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Firstly is it 
not a fact that our per capita cunsumpuon 
of fertilisers is one of the lowest in the world, 
and secondly, is it not a fact that more than 
33 per cent below capacity is used at the 
moment in respect of the fertiliser plants on 
the one hand, and on the other hand, there is 
an acute shortage of certain types of fertilisers, 
particularly uiea in many areas ?

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : I do 
not know what the hon. Member means He 
has missed the m irk very much As far as 
the production aspect is concerncd, I think he 
should put the question to the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Chemicals I can answer the 
latter part of his question As far as the 
short-fall is concerned, to the extent we are 
unable to get from indigenous production, we 
are trying to meet it by import.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : My question 
was about the p jr  capita consumption by 
world standards. We consume the least, in 
the matter of fertilisers, judged by world stand- 
ards. That has not been replied to. That is 
for you to answer.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : If it 
is consumption of fertilisers, it can never be 
per capita ; it can be only so much per acre 
or per hectare. Of course ; it is low as com-
pared to many other advanced countries.

MR. SPEAKER : Per capita means the 
eating of fertilisers.

srcfa** : a r s w  n f m ,  
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SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : Not 
to my knowledge, at least in respect of NPK. 
But if there is any specific thing brought to 
our notice, we will take necessary action.

SHRI D. K. PANDA : Is it a fact that 
in spite of the heavy demand or increasing 
demand for the use of fertilisers, the deficicncy 
is only bccausc of high pi icc* and bccause the 
distribution is entrusted to people like Parry 
and Co., the monopolists, in Orissa and other 
parts of the country and so the farmers are 
not able to use it, and thcrefoie the growth 
rate has fallen ?

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SIllNDL : It
would not be a correct inference to say that 
the consumption of fertilisers is deficient. 
What really has been happening is this. We 
contemplated almost 25 to 26 per cent growth 
annually in the consumption of fertilisers. 
This year, for instance, tlie consumption has 
gone up by 22 per cent. When we say it 
has not come up, we mean there is a shortfall 
in the targeted consumption rate, because there 
are certain States like the hon. Member’s 
State where the consumption has not come up. 
It is because the extension services and a 
number of other inputs ate not being taken 
up. We have drawn the attention of the State 
Governments to this problem. The distribu-
tion system is not entirely with the private 
sector; pooling of fertilisers is given to the 
State Governments and the Sta'e Governments 
are requested to give preference to the co-oper-
ative. Therefore, whether the fertilisers are 
produced by the private sector fertiliser under-
takings or are pioJuccd by the public sector 
undertakings, they have a programme to 
market it. We find that 60 per cent ol' ferti-
lisers in this country are distributed through 
co-operatives.

SHRI D. K. PANDA : Why Parry and 
Co. ? Why not co-operatives ?

MR. SPEAKER : That is a suggestion for 
action.

SHRI SUBODH HANSDA : The con-
sumption of single super phosphate is almost 
stagnating at seven lakhs of tonnes for the
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last few years and the reason given is availa-
bility of cheap fertiliser. Super phosphate is
one of the best fertilisers, and what are the
steps that the Government have taken to
bring down t he prices of fertil isers ?

. SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHlNDE : The
hon. Member is right in the factual informa-
tion. The consumption of single super phos-
phate is not coming up It is a paradoxical
situation. There is a great demand for di-
ammonium phosphate : it is a concentrated
type of phosphate. But the superphosphate
capacity in our country remains unutilised. The
superior types of fertilisers are becoming more -
popular. At the same time we do not like
our capacity to remain idle. We are studying
how this could be increased.

Our general assessment is that though the
prices are high, the consumption is increasing
and it is not affecting actual consumption of
fertilisers.

SHRI CHINTAMANI._ PANIGRAHI :
In answer to part (c) the hon. Minister has
adn.itted the slow growth rate of consumption
of fertilisers. In :1970·71 it is again low. What
efforts are they going to make to increase con-
sumption ?

SHRI ANNASAHEB P SHINDE : If the
hon, Member carefully reads the statement
as far as phosphate is concerned, it is available
in three ways. One is, single super-phosphate
manufactured by our super phosphate factory.
In the big fertiliser plants like Trornbay, we
are manufacturing diarnmoniurn phosphate
which is highly concentrated. It has become
more popular with the farmer. That is why
the off take of this particular type- of fertiliser
is not picking up.

SHRI CHINTAMANI PANIGRAHI : I
am sorry I have to say that he must read his
replies carefully; I have read it carefully.
The answer relates to the increase in the
growth rate; that has come 9Pwn because of
the following reasons-as mentioned in the
statement. The increase in the consumption
of fertilisers in 1967-68 over the. preceding
year was 4.49 lakh tonnes of nutrients while
such increase in 1970-71 over the preceding
year was 2.74 lakh tonnes of nutrients, So,
definitely that has gone down.

MR. SPEAKER: He said that it was due
to superior fertilisers.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE I
would request the hon. Member to read it
fully. The last sentence refers to this.

MR. SPEAKER : Instead of taking the
time of the House, I request both of them to
read it at home ... iInterruptions.i Next
question.

Allotment of Plots to M.Ps. in Delhi

* 524. SHRI KARTIK ORAON : Will
the Minister of WORKS AND HOUSING be
pleased to state:

(a) whether a few residential plots were
to be allotted to Members of Parliament in
Delhi and 5 per cent of these plots were
supposed to be set apart for Members of
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes;

(b) if so, how many of these plots have
been allotted to the Scheduled Castes and how
many to the Scheduled Tribes; and

(c) if not, the reasons therefor ?

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
MINISTRY OF WORKS AND HOUSING
(SHRI 1. K. GUJRAL) : (a) 5% of the
residential plots developed by the Delhi
Development Authority for low and middle
income groups are reserved for sitting Members
of Parliament anJ Metropolitan Council,
Councillors of the Delhi Municipal Corpora-
tion and non-official members of the Canton-
ment Board and the New Delhi Municipal
Committee. This reservation is irrespective
of the fact whether persons falling in these
categories belong to Scheduled Castes/Tribes
or DOt.

(b) and Cc). Do not arise.

SHRI KARTIK ORA ON: I would like
to know from the Government as to whether
it is a fact that a few plots had been allotted
to Members of Parliament and if so, does any
Scheduled Caste or Scheduled Tribe Member
figure in that list?

MR. SPEAKER: That is your question
which he has answered.

SHRI KARTIK ORAON : Plots have
been allotted to Members of Parliament. I
want to know who they are and whether




